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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to derive suitable models for the design of
controller for the heavy-ore load train system that is equipped with the newest
railway brake system—the electronically control pneumatic brake (ECPB). Special
train models are then obtained by simplifying the general one under different track
conditions such as straight-flat, curving-flat and straight-slope, etc. A distinction
is also made between known and unknown track information (say, provided by
global positioning system - GPS).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mineral exports had been a large source of income
for the South Africa, and the railway system has
been proven to be the most efficient way of trans-
porting the heavy loads. Coallink is a Spoornet
specialist business unit that provides world-class
transportation of South Africa’s export coal, from
the Mpumalanga coal fields to the Richards Bay
Coal Terminal by train.

Since late 1990’s the Coallink system has reached
it maximum capacity due to the increase in de-
mand. Both the train lengths (200 wagons that
stretch 2.5 kilometers) as well as the wagon size
(from small to jumbo) have reached the maxi-
mum allowed by specification of the narrow-gauge
system. Various upgrades on the trains are now
being considered to reduce the trip time as well
as the operational cost. Currently an upgrade is
in process from the old pneumatic control brake
system developed by GeorgeWestinghouse in 1869
to the new Electronically Controlled Pneumatic
Brakes (ECPB) system installed on the wagons.

The ECPB system replaces the pneumatic control
signals (air pressure differential in the brake pipe)
with electronic signals. This results in faster re-
sponse times and an spontaneous braking across
the whole train can be achieved (air signal can
only travel at speed of the sound). The ECPB
brake system has been studied by Chen et al.
(1998) which has shown to provide improvement
in braking performance, including fuel savings,
brake shoe wear reduction, the quick response
time of the brake, etc. One problem still remaining
is to determine the new model that facilitates the
cruise controller design for the freight train sys-
tem that is equipped with ECPB. Currently the
control system is based on model of the train that
equipped with the pneumatic control pneumatic
braking system; and track condition is based on
the experience of train operator therefore a new
model is needed to enable an optimal design for
the controller and correct operation of the trains
equipped with the ECPB and, possibly, GPS sig-
nals.



2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF
HEAVY-ORE TRAIN

In the operation of the freight train the operation
of the pneumatic brake system is critical because
it provides the retarding force (Fr) to the train to
ensure the safety operation of the freight train.
The behaviour of the pneumatic brake system
can be described as linear model such that the
retarding force of a pneumatic brake system is a
function of the brake cylinder pressure Pi (Blaine
et al., 1979) as

Fr = Pi ∗A · L · fs · eb (1)

where A is the cross section area of the brake
cylinder; L is the lever ratio, eb is the efficiency
of the brake and fs is the friction coefficient
of the brake shoe which is a nonlinear function
depending on the speed of the freight train as in
figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The characteristic of the friction coefficient
of the brake shoe verse speed

The main difference between the ECPB and the
traditional air signal pneumatic brake is that
simultaneous application of the brake force on the
wheels can be achieved in the case of the ECPB,
and long delay is expected for air signal when the
freight train is 2.5 kilometer long.
The running resistance R of the train consists
of aerodynamic drag Ra and rolling mechanical
resistance Rr which is commonly expressed as

R = C0 + Cνν
︸ ︷︷ ︸

+ Caν
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rr Ra

(2)

Where ν is the velocity of the wagons or loco-
motive and the coefficient C0, Cν and Ca are
obtained by wind tunnel tests (Chen and Zhang,
1998; Suzuki et al., 2003). The aerodynamic drag
is composed of two components: (1) the form drag

arising from the pressure distribution along the
nose and the tail of the train, and (2) the skin
friction drag over the entire surfaces of the train.
The aerodynamic drag will be the dominant re-
sistance, especially in the high speed range. The
rolling resistance, which comes from the friction
between wheel and rail, is dominant in the low
speed range (Komandi, 1999; Popv et al., 2002).

In the longitudinal motion of the freight train,
couplers play an important role in connecting the
adjacent wagons or locomotives together and pass
on the traction force generated by the locomotive
in the axial direction. The coupler can be de-
scribed by a spring model such that the restoring
force Fc of a coupler is a function of the relative
displacement ∆x between two adjacent wagons as

f(∆x) = k−∆x (3)

where k− is the stiffness coefficient. for an ideal
spring, k− is a constant; however, for a coupler
used in the freight train, k− usually depends on
the displacement ∆x non-linearly.

The locomotive and wagons dynamic motion can
be described in three displacement motions (lon-
gitudinal, lateral and vertical) and three rotations
motions (yaw, pitch and rolling) in six degrees of
freedom as

M(i)ẍi = FcH(i) − FcH(i+1) + FAFH(i)+
FARH(i)

M(i)ÿi = FcL(i) + FcL(i+1) + FAFL(i)+
FARL(i)

M(i)z̈i = FcV (i) − FcV (i+1) + FAFV (i)+
FARV (i) +M(i) · g

Jx(i)φ̈(i) = LBS(i)(FAV L(i) − FAV R(i))+

LHGC(i)(M(i)
¨Y(i))

Jy(i)θ̈(i) = (FcH(i) − FcH(i+1))(LHGC(i)

−0.5Lc(i)θi) + (FAFH(i)+
FARH(i))LHGC(i) + (FcV (i)−

FcV (i+1)) · LcFR(i)+
(FAFV (i) − FARV (i)) · LFR(i)

Jz(i)ψ̈(i) = −0.5LcFR(i)(FcH(i) + FcH(i+1))
ψ(i) + 0.5LcFR(i)(FcL(i)+
FcL(i+1)) + 0.5LFR(i)(FALF (i)

−FALR(i))

(4)

where
M(i) Mass of the ith car (kg),
Jx (i) Roll moments of inertia of ith

car (kg.m2),
Jy(i) Pitch moments of inertia of

ith car (kg.m2),
Jz (i) Yaw moments of inertia of ith

car (kg.m2),



LFR(i) Distance between front and
rear centerplates of ith car
(m),

LcFR(i) Distance between front and
rear coupler pins in ith car
body (m),

LBS(i) Half distance between left
and right bolster spring cen-
ters of the ith car (m),

LHGC(i) The height of the centroid
of ith car body above cou-
pler Gravitational accelera-
tions (m/s2),

Xi Longitudinal displacement of
centroid of car body relative
to the starting station (m),

R Running resistance.
Yi Lateral displacement of cen-

troid of car body relative to
railway center line (m),

Zi Vertical displacement of the
centroid of car body relative
to track plane (m),

φ(i) Roll displacement of ith car
body (radian,)

θ(i) Pitch displacement of ith car
body (radian),

ψ(i) Yaw displacement of ith car
body (radian),

FcL(i),FcL(i+1) Lateral components of front
or rear coupler forces for the
ith car (N),

FcV (i),FcV (i+1) Vertical components of front
or rear coupler forces for the
ith car (N),

FcH(i),FcH(i+1) Longitudinal components of
front or rear coupler forces for
the ith car (N),

FAFH(i),FARH(i) Longitudinal force acting on
the ith car body by front or
rear car thought the center-
plate (N),

FAFL(i),FARL(i) Lateral force acting on the ith
car body thought front and
rear centerplate by front and
rear car respectively (N),

FAFV (i),FARV (i) Vertical force acting on the ith
car body by front or rear car
thought front and rear bolster
spring (N),

FAV L(i),FAV R(i) Vertical force acting on the
ith car body by the two car
thought left and right bolster
springs (N).

The motion coordinates proposed by Li et al.
(1989) and Garg and Dukkipati (1984) are shown
in figure 2. It has been observed by Garg and
Dukkipati (1984) that a relatively weak coupling
exists between the vertical and lateral motion of

a vehicle and, therefore, that it may not be neces-
sary to include the vertical degrees of freedom in
the study of the lateral response of the vehicle or
the lateral degrees in the vertical response, etc.

Fig. 2. Coordinates for the freight train

Fig. 3. Longitudinal force diagram of the freight
train

For the case of the flat straight rail track the
Longitudinal force diagram of the freight train is
shown in figure 3 there the dynamic equation
of the ith wagon or locomotive within the train
can be written by using Newton’s second law
(
∑
Force = mass · acceleration) suggested by

Yang and Sun (2002) as

m1ẍ1 = FU1 + k−(x1 − x2)−Rr

1m1−

Ra

n∑

i=1

mi

miẍi = FUi − k−(xi − xi−1)− k−(xi−
xi+1)−Rr

imi

miẍn = FUn − k−(xn − xn−1)−Rr

nmn

i = 2, . . . , n− 1

(5)

where FUi can be the traction force FA or the
retarding force Fr provided by the locomotive and
retarding force for the wagons only; xi and ẋi
represent the position and velocity of the ith cars.
The retarding force provided by the locomotive is
normally different from equation (1) as suggested
by the Blaine et al. (1979) because the locomotive
is equipped with an additional dynamic brake.



For the current model of the train operation
the track conditions are interpreted by the train
operator, then the change is made. But now with
the help of GPS that provides the longitude and
latitude coordinates of the train position, the
track conditions can then be interpreted by model
to automatically make the change. Like in the case
of the curving track shown in figure 2 where each
car passes by the different position on the curved
track, say the curve radius of the track is being
provided by the global positioning system (GPS),
then it is necessary to look at the longitudinal and
lateral displacement motion of the freight train
.The longitudinal dynamic motion of the freight
train on the curving track will be given as

m1ẍ1 = (FU1 + k−(x1 − x2)−Rr

1m1−

Ra

n∑

i=1

mi) cosψ1

miẍi = (FUi − k−(xi − xi−1)− k−(xi−
xi+1)−Rr

imi) cosψi
miẍn = (FUn − k−(xn − xn−1)−Rr

nmn)
cosψn

i = 2, . . . , n− 1

(6)

and lateral dynamic motion will be given as

m1ÿ1 = (FU1 + k−(y1 − y2)−Rr

1m1−

Ra

n∑

i=1

mi) sinψ1

miÿi = (FUi − k−(yi − yi−1)− k−(yi−
yi+1)−Rr

imi) sinψi
miÿn = (FUn − k−(yn − yn−1)−Rr

nmn)
sinψn

i = 2, . . . , n− 1

(7)

Fig. 4. Longitudinal force diagram of the freight
train on inclined track

In the case of the straight incline or decline
track shown in figure 4 each car will move
along the incline track at an angle Θi, say the
elevation angle of the track is being provided by
the global positioning system (GPS), then it is
necessary to look at the longitudinal and vertical
displacement motion of the freight train .The
longitudinal dynamic motion of the freight train
on the inclined track will be given as

m1ẍ1 = (FU1 + k−(x1 − x2)−Rr

1m1−

Ra

n∑

i=1

mi) cos θ1

miẍi = (FUi − k−(xi − xi−1)− k−(xi−
xi+1)−Rr

imi) cos θi
miẍn = (FUn − k−(xn − xn−1)−Rr

nmn)
cos θn

i = 2, . . . , n− 1

(8)

and vertical dynamic motion will be given as

m1z̈1 = (FU1 + k−(z1 − z2)−Rr

1m1−

Ra

n∑

i=1

mi) sin θ1 +m1 · g

miz̈i = (FUi − k−(zi − zi−1)− k−(zi−
zi+1)−Rr

imi) sin θi +mi · g

miz̈n = (FUn − k−(zn − zn−1)−Rr

nmn)
sin θn +mn · g

i = 2, . . . , n− 1

(9)

where g is the gravitational acceleration.

3. SIMULATION

In this section the simulation on longitudinal mo-
tion of equation (5) of the train that consists of
a lead locomotive and 3 wagons has been set up
and it is assumed that the train is started at the
equilibrium state of moving at constant velocity
of 30km/h. The operation status of the cars, like
the displacement and velocity of each car within
the train under different input force (traction or
retarding force) are being monitored. The loco-
motive and wagon parameters are in table 1, and
the rolling resistance and aerodynamic resistance
coefficients (obtained from the experiment done
on the Japan SHINKANSEN high speed train
(HST)) are shown in table 2.

Table 1. Parameters of the freight train

Locomotive mass 113126kg

Locomotive Max speed 100km/h

Max Loco. braking effort 2187kN

Wagon loaded mass 104250kg

Wagon empty mass 20250kg

Wagon brake force 94.6kN

Coupler coefficient (k−) 80kN/m

Table 2. Other parameters for the train
system

Rolling coefficient C0 1.1766X10−2N/kg

Rolling coefficient Cν 7.7616X10−4N·s/m·kg

Aerodynamic coefficient Ca 1.6X10−5N·s2/m2kg

The input longitudinal force has been chosen as
in figure 5 where locomotive will provide a step
traction force at t=10 and t=21, and the step
brake force will be apply at t=20 for a second.
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Fig. 5. Time diagram of the input force on the
train system

As can be see from figure 6 and 7 the velocity
of the train starts at equilibrium of 8.33m/s (or
30km/h) and the velocity has been increased
and propagated thought the train as the traction
force propagated from the locomotive till the last
wagon. When the brake force is applied at t=21
a dramatic decrease can be seen in velocity when
all the brake has been applied for a second. It
can also be observed that the oscillation effects
on the displacement and velocity are caused by
the coupler acting on each car.
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4. CONCLUSION

In the problem of finding the models for the freight
train system equipped with ECPB, several im-
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Fig. 7. Time diagram of the velocity of the train
system

portant characteristics regarding the ECPB brake
system have been pointed out and parameters
within the brake have been identified. A general
dynamical model of six degrees of freedom has
been derived. Special train models are also given
under different track conditions. Preliminary sim-
ulation results are demonstrated to show that
the model developed under the straight-flat track
condition reflect to an extend the operation of the
train. Further detailed developments, simulation
as well as testing are currently under investiga-
tion.
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